Abstract-Object oriented algorithm is used for intelligent substation information process, based on XML Schema. One of the most important sessions for the intelligent substation construction is to integrate the mass historical data of devices and to establish the multi-dimensional model for OLAP or data mining. Considering the different requirements on substation devices' data from variety departments, this article introduces an object oriented multidimensional model, which could provide a better interaction with SCL. Intelligent substation is an object-oriented data model, in the process of integration platform construction, the establishment of multidimensional data model is the follow-up on-line analytical processing (OLAP) and data mining of the prerequisites. This paper puts forward an object-oriented multidimensional data model can be solved by sending the data type of the differences caused by different devices "impedance mismatch" problem, and in system upgrades, extensions will also has a certain advantage.
implementation will have guiding significance, become the international standard of interconnection of equipments in the substation IED.
Intelligent substation mainly includes two parts of intelligent high voltage equipment and substation unified information platform. Intelligent high voltage equipment mainly includes intelligent transformer, intelligent high voltage switch equipment, and electronic transformer. Intelligent transformer and control systems rely on communication optical fiber is connected, can grasp the state of transformer parameters and operating data. When the change of operation mode, equipment according to the system voltage, power, decide whether to adjust the tap; when the equipment problems, will issue a warning and provide conditions, reduce operational costs, to a certain extent, reduce the risk, improve the operation reliability of transformer. Intelligent high voltage switch equipment is switch equipment and control equipment with high performance, equipped with electronic devices, sensors and actuators, with monitoring and diagnosis function. The electronic transformer is refers to the pure optical transformer, magneto optic glass transformer, which can effectively overcome the disadvantages of the traditional electromagnetic transformer. Substation unified information platform has two functions, one is horizontal information sharing system, main performance is that the unified information obtained various upper applications management system; two is the system of longitudinal information standard, mainly for the transparency of each layer to the upper layer application support.
IEC 61850 specification for SCL language content, Language involves logical node, data collection, reporting, control block, connection, IP address and other communications within the station configuration. XML has become the standard of data description and exchange on the Internet, as a result, the XML format of SCL has made it simple for the substation system integration [5] .
This article puts forward the object-oriented multidimensional data model has the following two advantages: it has good property in compatibility on the International Conference on Mechatronics, Electronic, Industrial and Control Engineering (MEIC 2014) object-oriented data model of intelligent substation. The data structure of different equipment in intelligent substation is different, and the polymorphism of objectoriented feature can solve the problem of "impedance mismatch". Object-oriented technology has good interface for future system maintenance, upgrading and extension provides a convenient conditions.
Intelligent power grid construction is based on China's energy consumption and load distribution of regional distribution characteristics, to adapt to the power grid development taken to our current and future social development, on all kinds of energy, especially the largescale wind power and solar power are included in and out of strong adaptability, large scope, and can realize the efficient allocation of energy resources. The construction of smart grid in China has risen to the height of the national strategic level. Intelligent substation is one of the core platforms of energy conversion and control for strong smart grid construction, prospects remain bright.
Photovoltaic power generation is random, intermittent and volatility, which makes the grid capacity, is limited in a certain range, which to some extent limited the largescale photovoltaic applications. The initiative of smart grid is development to promote the social parties to use photovoltaic power generation, photovoltaic generation and development efforts to improve and use efficiency.
Our research on smart grid has been in progress. At present, the domestic power grid cannot satisfy the need of development of photovoltaic industry, so our country will be the construction of the "special high-voltage as the core" and "strong smart grid", in order to solve the problem of grid connected photovoltaic power, promote the use of new energy sources.
The smart grid is in UHV power network as the backbone grid, strong grid coordinated development of power grids at all levels as the foundation, use of communication, information and advanced control technology. To build a unified strong smart grid to information, automation, digital, interactive characterized.
The world of smart grid and new energy sources such as solar power have invested a lot of money in research, this is because the new energy power generation based on a smart grid development and development. Smart grid of the high-speed, reliable, economic and safe power transmission channel provides better guarantee delivery for photovoltaic power, its development and application is the complement and promotes each other.
II. ADVANTAGES OF XML SCHEMA

A. Support for data types
One of the XML Schema the most important ability is support for data types. Based on the data type support:
The content of the document can be more easily described allowed Can be more easily verified the correctness of data; can be more easily worked together with the data from the database; can be more easily defined data constraint (data facets); can be more easily defined data model (or data); can be more easily converted the data in different data types.
B. Use the XML grammar
Another important feature of schema is about XML, which is written by XML. Prepared by the XMLXML Schema has a lot of advantages:
( 
C. Can protect data communication
When the data from the sender to be sent to the receiving party, the key point is the both sides should have about the content the same "expected value". By XML Schema, the sender can use a recipient can understand the way to describe data.
D. Scalability
XML Schema is extensible, because they are written by XML. Through the Schema definitions can be extended, you can: reuse your Schema in other Schema.
Your own data types may be created by the derivative of the standard types, references to multiple Schemas in the same document.
III. THE DATA WAREHOUSE AND MULTIDIMENSIONAL
DATA MODEL
A. The Data Warehouse
A data warehouse is a repository of information collected from multiple sources, stored in a consistent mode, usually resides in a site. Data warehouse through data cleaning, transformation, integration, and the process of loading and refreshed periodically to construct [6] . The framework of data warehouse is presented in Fig .1 . 
B. The Multidimensional Data Model
Data warehouse need a concise, subject-oriented of the model, is advantageous for the OLAP processing analysis. At present, the most popular data warehouse data model is multidimensional model, the main form of model is a star schema, the snowflake schema and the fact constellation schema [6] .
(a) Star schema The star schema (also known as the star connection mode, data cube, or multidimensional model) is the most The star schema in the application of data warehouse is the most commonly used data representation model, is also one of the highest operating cost in the OLAP queries [7] .
(b) Snowflake schema The snowflake model is a multidimensional database logical arrangement in the table, so that the entity relationship diagram is similar to the shape of the snow. Snowflake schema represents the fact table is connected to a plurality of layers. The snowflake model is similar to the star schema. However, in the snowflake schema, size normalized to multiple related tables and star pattern size of none standardized, each dimension table consists of a single. The complex shape of the snow appears, with dimension snowflake model, and has a hierarchy, and multiple sub table of the parent table effect will only affect  the dimension table instead of the fact table. If the star schema often merge together using the dimensions of regularization processing, the data further broken down into the attached table, get the snowflake model.
(c) Fact constellation schema A conceptual model of a common data warehouse, this model is often applied to data relationships than the star type model and snowflake model more complicated situations. Fact constellation model requires multiple fact tables share dimension tables, and therefore can be regarded as a set of star model, so it is also called Galaxy model. This model is a combination of the both, breaking the limit of star schema has only one fact table, and the  fact table sharing all or part of the dimension table. IV. THE OBJECT-ORIENTED MULTIDIMENSIONAL DATA MODEL Object-oriented data structure can through these two fundamental elements, which are the object and class, with the aid of encapsulation, inheritance and combination mechanism to build a complex structure, data operation is done by method and message [8] . Object-oriented programming has become the dominant design method [9] .
XML has gradually become the international standard of transmission and exchange of network data, whose advantage is that any system can be through the XML parser to read XML data and don't worry about the problem of system does not support.
A. The ETL Process
In the sending end (the source database), first will transmit data into XML data file, and then sent to the receiver through the network (data warehouse); after receiving side received the file, according to the corresponding XML Schema format data parsing into tree structure, which can be created the multidimensional data mode in the last. Literature [12] describes a structure of the XML Schema import the framework of multidimensional data model.
Object-oriented of multidimensional data model refers to the fact table and dimension table of the model, using object-oriented inheritance features, to expand the certain data attributes in the table. Inherited part involves specific data attributes, which will not effect on the XML node, has no effect on the foreign key links of the multidimensional model. Source data import multidimensional model flow schematic diagram is presented in Fig .2 . 
B. Oriented Object Instances
With a smart substation data as an example, multidimensional data model is used to support the objectoriented oracle 10g environment to build.
Analog of XML Schema drive".
< ? xml version= " 1. 0" encoding= " UTF-80"? > < xs: schema xmlns: xs = "http: / / www. w3. org/ 2001/ XML Schema"> < xs: element name= "HejiaData" > < xs: complexType> < xs: sequence> < xs: element name= " Time" type= " xs: date"/ > < xs: element name= "Location" type= "xs: string"/ > < xs: element name= "Substation" type= "xs: string"/ > < xs: element name= "DeviceID" type= "xs: string"/ > < / xs: sequence> < xs: attribute name= "AnaValue" type= "xs: decimal"/ > < xs: attribute name= "avgValue" type= "xs: decimal"/ > < xs: attribute name= "MinValue" type= "xs: decimal"/ > < xs: attribute name= "MaxValue" type= "xs: decimal"/ > < / xs: complexType> < / xs: element > < / xs: schema> Analog import to multidimensional data model, Schematic diagram of the multidimensional data model is presented in Fig .3 . /AlmGGIO1$ST$Alm1", "1") ); (d)When the query multidimensional data table, use VALUE keyword can see the entire set of properties all the elements in the table, can be based on it to slice and dice, roll-up and drill-down analysis and processing of data and the data mining operation.
V. CONCLUSION Intelligent substation is an object-oriented data model, in the process of integration platform construction, the establishment of multidimensional data model is the follow-up on-line analytical processing (OLAP) and data mining of the prerequisites. This paper puts forward an object-oriented multidimensional data model can be solved by sending the data type of the differences caused by different devices "impedance mismatch" problem, and in system upgrades, extensions will also has a certain advantage. But object-oriented model for inheritance in the ETL phase, it could lead to extra time because of the inheritance operation and the consumption of resources, Such as real-time demand of system is higher, you will need to further optimize the process of ETL stage of data integration.
